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Abstract. Confidentiality is an important aspect of an information security system.
The reliability of cryptographic methods is assessed from the ability to secure information.
The more reliable the method, the more secure the information. This article discusses
the Parallel Encryption with Digit Arithmetic of Covertext (PDAC) method which adopts
fuzzy logic in its covertext generator. The purpose of this method modification is to in-
crease the resilience of the encryption model so that confidential information becomes
difficult for cryptanalysts to crack. The results obtained are that this proposed modifica-
tion has the same covertext capacity, slightly different processing time consumption, and
an increase in entropy of more than 80% compared to the previous PDAC method so that
the information encoded by the current PDAC becomes stronger against the intruder.
Keywords: Covertext, PDAC, Fuzzy logic, Encryption, Information security

1. Introduction. Confidentiality is an achievement in the information security system.
Confidentiality can be achieved by increasing the level of information security. Two well-
known information security techniques are cryptography and steganography. Cryptogra-
phy refers to the art of secret writing which concentrates on maintaining confidentiality
through hiding information by scrambling messages but leaving it visible [1,2]. Steganog-
raphy focuses on how to hide the existence of confidential information into the cover
object [2]. The difference between them lies in the techniques used. Steganography works
differently from cryptography by hiding confidential information inside the cover of file
formats such as images, videos, audio, and text [3] while cryptography makes information
difficult to read by scrambling it.

Increasing the level of security can be performed by combining cryptography and
steganography. Steganography can be used in conjunction with cryptography by hiding
encrypted messages into covertext. This adoption technique has been used in several stud-
ies. They show good results when encrypting hidden messages before the hiding process
[4]. Combine steganography and encryption properties to make it harder for steganalysis
to get back plain text from secret messages [5]. Combining these systems makes for a
more reliable and robust system.
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Parallel Encryption with Digit Arithmetic of Covertext (PDAC) is an encryption model
that adopts a combination of text-based steganography with cryptographic techniques [6].
In securing information, the existence of the key becomes something important. PDAC
has two important factors that are covertexts and encryption keys [7]. A PDAC covertext
is a character used as a cover in a steganography context [8]. Covertext in PDAC is selected
using random functions based on plaintext characters. Covertext is required in the key
generation process. The number of covertext requirements in the plaintext is n/4, with n
as the number of plaintext characters [6]. While encryption keys are used for encryption
operations. The PDAC encryption process is divided into four sub-processes: covertext
generator, encryption key generator, encryption, and finalization. Figure 1 shows the
PDAC model encryption process.

Figure 1. The encoding process of the PDAC model [6]

Keys in information security are considered the heart of the algorithm, so generating
keys is considered difficult, ambiguous, and confusing [9]. Thus, generating covertext on
the PDAC model is also considered difficult. The selection of PDAC covertext is currently
done by utilizing random functions. Although it looks random, the random value generated
from a Pseudorandom Number Generator (PRNG) does not completely produce a random
number because it uses an initial value to proceed [10]. The process of randomly selecting
covertext is seen as a weakness of PDAC; this is because the covertext is taken from the
symbol contained in the plaintext.
An important aspect of cryptography is confidentiality. The evolution of PDAC to date

has focused on aspects of capacity and authenticity. This paper focuses on the confiden-
tiality aspect by improving the resilience of information by adopting fuzzy logic in the
PDAC covertext generator. Entropy, capacity, and processing time are used as evaluation
metrics. With the same capacity and a slight difference in time consumption with PDAC,
the use of fuzzy logic adoption in the PDAC covertext generator provides additional algo-
rithm resistance with an increase in entropy of up to 80% of the optimum value compared
to the previous version.
This article is divided into several sections as follows. Section 1 discusses the background

of the problem. Section 2 describes the development of PDAC in the literature review.
Section 3 describes the proposed method. Section 4 discusses the experimental results
and conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Literature Review. Several studies related to PDAC have modified PDAC and ex-
plored the confidentiality aspect. The evolution of PDAC to date has focused on the
aspects of capacity and authenticity, and exploration is carried out to find important
aspects of PDAC confidentiality. PDAC begins with the Encryption with Covertext and
Reordering model (ECR) [8]. ECR is a text based steganographic approach that works on
a simple encryption technique using the XOR operation of two characters and rearranging
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them to be more secure and difficult to read. ECR is improved by a simpler process as
PDAC [6]. PDAC changes the key generation and merging process in ECR. Gaur and
Sharma increased the PDAC’s covertext capacity [11]. This model is known as New PD-
AC. This study focuses on reducing the size of the large output file (ciphertext) which
hinders the transmission of information. This study resulted bigger covertext capacity of
n/6. This means that one covertext will process 6 plaintext characters. The achievement
obtained is an increase in the capacity of the covertext which is affected in a reduction in
the size of the output file. Panwar et al. [12] developed PDAC into Parallel Encryption
with Covertext (PECT). This study focuses on the authentication aspect of information
secured. The method used is to create covertext based on consonants and vowels from
the input file character sequence (plaintext), and converted to 1 and 0, representing bi-
nary numbers then converted to decimal. Covertext obtained will eventually be used in
the authentication process. The achievement obtained in this research is the guarantee of
the accuracy of the information. Although PDAC has been developed, the confidentiality
aspect offered has not been deep explored about the information confidentiality strength.

The exploration of the PDAC and PECT models was conducted by Ardhianto et al.
[7]. This experiment aims to obtain the important part that affects information security.
The two models were compared by measuring the level of confidentiality. This experiment
found that there is difference technique in the covertext generator. PDAC adopts a random
function in generating covertext, while PECT produces covertext based on the vowel
and consonant alphabets. The results obtained are that the covertext generator process
becomes an important part in increasing information confidentiality. This study suggests
new design in the covertext generator to strengthen the PDAC from intruders.

3. Proposed Method. This proposed method adopts fuzzy logic on the covertext of the
PDAC generator. Samples were taken from the Astronomer Telegram Dataset as plaintext.
Plaintext characters are divided into 4 characters group in ASCII code format. These 4
characters correspond to n/4, covertext capacity. Each group of 4 characters is used as an
input on the covertext generator and produces an output as covertext character. Covertext
is obtained as input for encryption key generator. The encryption process performs the
XOR process between the plaintext and the keys to produce encrypted text. The merging
process is producing the final ciphertext by combining the encrypted text and covertext.
The whole process is shown in Figure 2.

The symbols c1, c2, c3, and c4 in the covertext generator represent every 4 plaintext
characters. The fuzzy logic method used is Tsukamoto. The Tsukamoto method is flexible

Figure 2. Proposed adoption of fuzzy logic on PDAC covertext generator
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to apply and has good time complexity [13]. At this stage, the ASCII values of each
character assigned to the input Membership Function (MF) are represented by the terms:
High (µIT ) and Low (µIR). There are 5 models of MF representation such as linear line,
triangle, trapezoid, Gaussian, and sigmoid [14,15]. In this paper the proposed method
uses a linear MF representation; it is chosen because each term value is given in the form
of a clear interval with values at the end, values 0 and 1 for µIR and µIT . The input MF
is shown in Equations (1) and (2).

µIT [x; c1, c2, c3, c4] =


0, x ≤ 0
1, x ≥ 255
x

255
, 0 < x < 255

(1)

µIR [x; c1, c2, c3, c4] =


0, x ≥ 255
1, x ≤ 0
255− x

255
, 0 < x < 255

(2)

In the inference engine, the resulting MF assigned to each character is combined ac-
cording to a specific rule. Thus, the new MF is explained by giving the linguistic terms:
High (µOT ) and Low (µOR). Equations (3) and (4) indicate the output MF concerning
the term linguistic. Fuzzy rules are given in Table 1, and there are sixteen fuzzy rules
listed to describe all possible combinations of input and output. AND logic is used to
create rules table.

µOT [x] =


0, x ≤ 0
1, x ≥ 255
x

255
, 0 < x < 255

(3)

µOR [x] =


0, x ≥ 255
1, x ≤ 0
255− x

255
, 0 < x < 255

(4)

Table 1. Fuzzy rules table

Rule Antecedents Consequent

1 IF c1 is µIT AND IF c2 is µIT AND IF c3 is µIT AND IF c4 is µIT µOT

2 IF c1 is µIT AND IF c2 is µIT AND IF c3 is µIT AND IF c4 is µIR µOT

3 IF c1 is µIT AND IF c2 is µIT AND IF c3 is µIR AND IF c4 is µIT µOT

4 IF c1 is µIT AND IF c2 is µIT AND IF c3 is µIR AND IF c4 is µIR µOT

5 IF c1 is µIT AND IF c2 is µIR AND IF c3 is µIT AND IF c4 is µIT µOT

6 IF c1 is µIT AND IF c2 is µIR AND IF c3 is µIT AND IF c4 is µIR µOT

7 IF c1 is µIT AND IF c2 is µIR AND IF c3 is µIR AND IF c4 is µIT µOT

8 IF c1 is µIT AND IF c2 is µIR AND IF c3 is µIR AND IF c4 is µIR µOT

9 IF c1 is µIR AND IF c2 is µIT AND IF c3 is µIT AND IF c4 is µIT µOT

10 IF c1 is µIR AND IF c2 is µIT AND IF c3 is µIT AND IF c4 is µIR µOT

11 IF c1 is µIR AND IF c2 is µIT AND IF c3 is µIR AND IF c4 is µIT µOT

12 IF c1 is µIR AND IF c2 is µIT AND IF c3 is µIR AND IF c4 is µIR µOT

13 IF c1 is µIR AND IF c2 is µIR AND IF c3 is µIT AND IF c4 is µIT µOT

14 IF c1 is µIR AND IF c2 is µIR AND IF c3 is µIT AND IF c4 is µIR µOT

15 IF c1 is µIR AND IF c2 is µIR AND IF c3 is µIR AND IF c4 is µIT µOT

16 IF c1 is µIR AND IF c2 is µIR AND IF c3 is µIR AND IF c4 is µIR µOR
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4. Experiments and Results. The plaintext sample was taken from the Astronomer
Telegram Dataset which contains a short report of astronomical observations in text
format. The sample used is 14 with different sizes. Experiments were carried out 700 trials
on all samples. Experiments were performed on the proposed model, PECT, and PDAC.
The entropy, time, and covertext capacity of each trial are calculated and compared as
performance metrics.

Entropy is a measure of randomness in information. It measures uncertainty in infor-
mation [10]. Information entropy is defined as a measure of the randomness of the amount
of information in a message [16,17]. Entropy reflects the performance of cryptographic
algorithms [18]. The higher the entropy, the more uncertainty and the smaller the chance
of guessing [10]. Under random conditions, the encrypted text must have an entropy value
close to 8 (optimal entropy value). If the entropy value is close to 8, it indicates that an
encryption system designed is secured and the information is to be secure from intruders
[10,16,17,19]. The entropy value H(m) of encrypted information is calculated by Equation
(5) [20].

H(m) =
2n−1∑
i=0

P (mi) log2
1

P (mi)
(5)

n indicates the overall value of the data, and P (mi) indicates the probability value of
the symbol (character) mi. With Equation (5) the entropy value is calculated in each
experiment, and then the average value is calculated. Table 2 shows the results obtained.
The results show that the entropy value in the PDAC method with fuzzy covertext logic
is higher than the entropy value in the PDAC and PECT methods. The average entropy
value in PDAC with fuzzy logic covertext is 6.409. Meanwhile, the average value of the
previous version, PDAC and PECT entropy is 5.880 and 5.897. The achievement value
is calculated by comparing the average value of each method with the optimum entropy
value, and the results are expressed in percent (%). The proposed method has a higher
achievement of 80.11% than the previous method: 73.50% and 73.71%. This means that
PDAC with fuzzy logic covertext produces a safer ciphertext that has higher randomness
than the previous method. Furthermore, the performance of this method is better by

Table 2. Average entropy value of experimental results

File size PDAC PECT
PDAC with fuzzy logic
covertext (proposed)

A
ve
ra
ge

en
tr
op

y

1KB 5.91638 5.89006 6.42395
2KB 5.83901 5.86067 6.36634
3KB 5.70130 5.78797 6.24796
4KB 5.78091 5.85201 6.34059
5KB 5.76723 5.85151 6.33711
6KB 5.87811 5.92523 6.40000
7KB 5.81984 5.89736 6.35734
8KB 5.97156 5.92365 6.47485
9KB 5.92799 5.92030 6.45593
10KB 5.93264 5.94016 6.45395
16KB 5.99440 5.93269 6.49274
32KB 5.91797 5.92130 6.44952
64KB 5.91482 5.92348 6.44769
128KB 5.95272 5.93429 6.47214

Average 5.87963 5.89719 6.40858
Achievement (%) 73.50 73.71 80.11
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generating more uncertainty. So, there is less possibility for the cryptanalyst to guess the
contents of the original information.
The capacity testing aims to see the ability of the covertext capacity between the previ-

ous method and the proposed method. The PDAC covertext capacity is n/4, which means
that the ability of 1 covertext character can be used to process a maximum of 4 plaintext
characters. It means that the size of the covertext is 25% of the size of the plaintext.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the covertext and plaintext for each experimental sam-
ple. The speed testing aims to measure the processing speed of the proposed model and
determine whether it still meets the real-time processing criteria [16]. The time measured
is the encryption and decryption process time. The result is that the larger the processed
file the longer it will take, but this amount of time consumption still qualifies as real time.
The average processing time of the proposed method is 15.206 seconds while the previous
version of PDAC is 15.157 seconds.

FIGURE 3. Covertext Capacity Comparison

 /4

Figure 3. Covertext capacity comparison

To see the significance of the difference between the PDAC method and the proposed
method, a paired t-test was performed on the results of the PDAC method with the
results of the proposed PDAC method. Table 3 shows the significance value (2-tailed)
is 0.000. The significance value is lower than the significant level (0.01). So the results
of PDAC and PDAC with Fuzzy Logic Covertext (proposed) have significant differences
(meaningful).

Table 3. T-test paired

N Correlation Sig.

Paired differences

t df
Sig.

99% confidence interval
of the difference

Mean
Std. Std.

Lower Upper
(2-tailed)

deviation error mean

14 0.987 0.000 −0.52894391 0.020160562 0.005388137 −0.54517447 −0.51271336 −98.168 13 0.000

5. Conclusions. The security of the information encoded by the encryption model agai-
nst intruders is important in the aspect of confidentiality. In this article, the new PDAC
model has achieved an increase in the entropy value of up to 6.40858 (80.11%) better
than the previous version, so that the randomness of symbols is more evenly distributed
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so that the encoded information will be more difficult for intruders to decipher. This
proposed model has the same covertext capacity value as the previous version model.
Thus, the resulting file size is also the same as the previous PDAC model. In terms of
processing speed, this model takes a little longer, but the difference is insignificant and
still acceptable. As further research, it is necessary to modify the PDAC key generation
part to increase the robustness of this model.
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